Learn how to apply **team science** principles to **grant funding** opportunities for your multidisciplinary team

The SC CTSI Research Development Core will present new team building funding opportunities, including tips and strategies to apply team science principles to grant funding proposals. The following presenters will provide participants with insights into submitting a successful grant application.

**WHEN**
Monday, September 28, 2020
2:30 to 3:30 PM
A zoom link will be provided upon registration

---

**Sarah Hamm-Alvarez, PhD**
RD Director
Learn how to integrate team science while working in a diverse and collaborative team.

**Kayla de la Haye, PhD**
RD Co-Director
Understand the principles of teaming perspectives and theories.

**Aileen O. Dinkjian, MPH**
Program Manager
Start the process with a team science grant development consultation.

**Megan Gutierrez, MPH**
Program Specialist
Obtain insights to preparing an innovative grant proposal.

---
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